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Abstract
As fine-grained Control Flow Integrity (CFI) enforcement schemes are gradually adopted by major applications, 

the existing memory vulnerability exploitation techniques that rely on control-flow hijacking begin to lose their 

effectiveness. As a result of this trend, the data-only attack technique has emerged. However, the main 

drawback of the current data-only attacks is that such attacks assume that the application's critical data are 

unprotected. Unfortunately, such an assumption doesn't always hold true. For example, ntdll.dll, which is the 

core Windows NT subsystem library, protects its critical data using "read-only" memory attribute. Consequently, 

the data-only attack has now been escalated to the contending of read-only memory, which certainly demands 

more advanced techniques. Today most methods of making read-only memory writable, either via out-of-

context function calls or through natural program flow, rely on calling a type of functions that can change 

memory protection. Since such memory access protection changes deviate from the application's original logic, 

these attacks can be easily defeated by introducing additional logic to verify the target address of memory 

protection change request. In this talk, we will introduce some novel data-only corruption techniques that force 

an application to voluntarily release the protected memory without disrupting the application's original logic. 

We'll present some interesting examples to show how to use such advanced data-only corruption technique to 

hijack read-only memory and bypass memory mitigation. First, we will force eShims.dll to unlock its protected 

memory section once again to bypass CFG, but this time with a new approach (different from the one we used 

in Part I). We will then take two different methods to seize the mutable read-only section of ntdll.dll, and 

corrupt certain critical data therein to bypass CFG. In addition, we will discuss ways to prevent or mitigate such 

attacks, and conduct live demonstrations of the attacks being discussed.
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About CFG (Control Flow Guard)

• A compiler-aided exploitation mitigation mechanism that prevents exploit from hijacking the control 

flow. 

• The compiler adds CFG check at each indirect control transfer instruction (call/jmp), and at runtime 

the CFG check function validates the target address of control transfer instruction against a pre-

configured CFG bitmap to determine whether the target in question is valid or not. The process will 

be terminated when an unexpected target address is identified.

• The Relative Virtual Address (RVA) of all valid control transfer targets determined at the time of 

compilation are stored in a table of PE file (Guard CF Function table). During the PE module loading 

process, the loader reads CF information from this table and updates the CFG bitmap.

• The read-only CFG bitmap is maintained by the operating system, and part of the bitmap is shared by 

all processes. An even bit in CFG bitmap corresponds to one 16-byte aligned address, while an odd bit 

corresponds to 15 non-16-byte aligned addresses.

• When the PE module is loaded, __guard_check_icall_fptr is resolved to ntdll!LdrpValidateUserCallTarget. 

( __guard_dispatch_icall_fptr -> ntdll!LdrpDispatchUserCallTarget on 64-bit systems).



Principle of CFG on x64 (without Export Suppression)



Known CFG Bypass Methods

• Corrupt function's return address on stack to hijack control flow.

• Abuse unenlightened module or JIT engine (without CFG).

• Transit via unguarded trampoline code.

• Call memory protection change type of functions (such as VirtualProtect) to 

modify read-only memory, either by calling the function out-of-context or 

triggering it through natural program flow.

• COOP (Counterfeit Object-Oriented Programming).

• …



Data-only Attack

• Strictly speaking, data-only attack should manipulate only the program's data, without diverting its 

original execution flow (from the instruction control flow's perspective). Broadly speaking, for some 

coarse-grained CFI implementations (such as Microsoft's CFG), data-only attack may allow for some 

slight changes to the program's execution flow as long as the changes can pass the CFI check. 

• Examples of successful data-only attack：

CFG/DEP bypass: Load the disabled Silverlight ActiveX plugin on Microsoft Edge

CFG bypass: Abuse LdrpWork mechanism

• Any data that can be leveraged to alter the default behavior of a program could be of interest to the 

data-oriented attack, including unprotected .data section, unprotected heap/private data section 

and stack.  

• Most data-oriented attacks require the ability of arbitrary address read/write, being able to 

accurately locate the target data at runtime is the key to success. In addition, the existence of certain 

data is transient or time-sensitive, so the timing may play an important role in these cases.



The limitation of Current Data-only Attack

• Rely on the fact that the key data of the operating system or application are unprotected (see 

above cases). 

• As many mitigation bypass methods continue to be disclosed to public and the operating 

systems keep improving their prevention/mitigation mechanism, the basic data-only attacks 

have become less effective. For example, ntdll.dll and eShims.dll both use .mrdata (mutable 

read-only data section) to store their critical data. 

• Although there are already some ways to unprotect read-only memory, most of these methods 

rely on calling a certain class of functions that can change the memory protection. Such a 

"passive unlocking" approach (from the memory owner's perspective) breaks the original 

program logic, so it can be invalidated by introducing additional checks (though Microsoft 

intends to address it in a more generic way).

• Data-only attacks must be used in combination with some other techniques, such as race 

condition, to accomplish more sophisticated attacks, which we call "advanced data-only attack".



Case Study of Advanced 
Data-only Attacks

• Unlock the read-only section of ntdll.dll by seizing 
a synchronization lock.

• Unlock the read-only section of ntdll.dll and
eShims.dll using fault injection technique.
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The Dangerous Operation in the Critical Section 
that Manipulates the Read-Only Section of ntdll.dll 

• ntdll.dll uses a mutable read-only section (.mrdata) to store its critical data, such as LdrSystemDllInitBlock, 

__guard_check_icall_fptr. 

• LdrProtectMrdata(bool) function is invoked to lock/unlock the mutable read-only section .mrdata (it internally 

calls LdrpChangeMrdataProtection). 

• Some functions of ntdll.dll that add or delete the "function table" (RUNTIME_FUNCTION, used for exception 

handling) need to dynamically update the data in .mrdata. First these functions call LdrProtectMrdata(false) to 

unlock .mrdata, then make the updates, when completed they call LdrProtectMrdata(true) again to lock .mrdata. 

• These functions attempt to acquire a lightweight read-write lock named RtlpDynamicFunctionTableLock in 

between two calls to LdrProtectMrdata (when .mrdata is in unlocked status). Because this lock is unprotected (in 

.data section), an attacker who deliberately seizes the read-write lock then triggers an arbitrary operation on the 

"function table" can put the current worker thread into an infinite blocked state. The attacker could then take the 

opportunity to corrupt certain critical data in .mrdata to bypass protections, such as CFG. 

• Note: This issue was first discovered and reported to MSRC by the speaker in early Feb of 2017, then mitigation bypass bounty was 

granted after the bug was confirmed by the vendor. The details won't be discussed here because they have been published by Alex

Ionescu at Euskalhack in late June. 



The Diagram of the Problematic Code in 

RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable

After unlocking .mrdata, 
attempt to acquire a read-
write lock that can be fully 
controlled by attacker



Javascript Background Job Processor Thread Being Blocked 

Javascript JIT native code generation 
performed in the background job processor 
thread can cause operations on the 
"growable function table", thus triggering 
the aforementioned problematic code . 



Demo: Unlock the Read-only Section of ntdll.dll to 

Bypass CFG by Seizing a Synchronization Lock



Further Thoughts on This Matter

• How to completely fix this issue? Unlock .mrdata only after the read-write lock is 

successfully acquired? Or move the read-write lock into .mrdata for protection? Or 

there is a even better solution? 

• Javascript background job processor thread being blocked means that some related 

features of Javascript may no longer function well, such as JIT and garbage collection. 

What if the subsequent attack code depends on these functionalities? How to solve 

this problem? Later we will see how we perfectly addressed this problem by rebuilding 

a Javascript background job processor. 

• Suppose in the critical section that manipulates the read-only memory, there is no 

read-write lock (or other similarities) that can be controlled by attacker, do we have 

other ways to hijack the read-only memory? 



The Fault Injection Attack Against the Critical Section 
that Manipulates the Protected Heap of ntdll.dll

• In addition to .mrdata, ntdll.dll also uses a protected heap (LdrpMrdataHeap) to hold its dynamically generated 

critical data, such as RtlpDynamicFunctionTableTree. 

• RtlProtectHeap function is used to lock/unlock the protected heap (it internally calls ZwProtectVirtualMemory). 

When the heap memory protection change is completed, RtlProtectHeap makes some necessary adjustments on 

several heap lists (such as RtlpProtectedHeapsList) that it internally maintained. For example, an unlocked heap will 

be removed from the protected heap list (RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList) and added to the unprotected heap 

list (RtlpAddHeapToUnprotectedList).

• Some functions of ntdll.dll that are related to adding or removing the "function table" (such as 

RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable) need to dynamically update the data in LdrpMrdataHeap. First they call 

RtlProtectHeap(0) to unlock the heap, and then make the updates, and finally call RtlProtectHeap(1) again to lock 

the heap. 

• When manipulating the heap list, RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList function relies on some variables that can be 

fully controlled by attacker, such as RtlpNumberOfProtectedHeaps and ntdll!RtlpProtectedHeapsListBuffer etc. By 

overwriting these variables, the function can be forced to generate an exception during its execution (when 

LdrpMrdataHeap was already unlocked). If we can play some trick to gracefully handle this exception, making the 

process still alive, we'll have the opportunity to further hijack the read-only section of ntdll.dll (.mrdata) and thereby 

bypass CFG. 



Unlock LdrpMrdataHeap in 

RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable

RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable calls
RtlProtectHeap(0) to unlock the 
protected heap ntdll.dll!LdrpMrdataHeap



The Technical Challenges of Conducting this 
Fault Injection Attack

• How to force generating an exception in RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList function? 

• How to gracefully handle the exception so that the Edge process can continue its execution? 

• How to further hijack the read-only section (.mrdata) of ntdll.dll after unlocking 

LdrpMrdataHeap? 

• How to trigger an operation on the read-only section (.mrdata) again when the original 

Javascript background job processor thread has died? 



How to Force Generating an Exception in 
function RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList?

• RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList function is essentially a group of operations on a linear list 

(search, remove and insert), and it uses several global variables that sit in the data section 

(.data), such as RtlpNumberOfProtectedHeaps, RtlpProtectedHeapsList etc. 

• Although these variables are writable to the attacker, it may still require some careful crafting to 

force generating an exception by overwriting these variables. This can be done by changing 

RtlpNumberOfProtectedHeaps to 0xffff, which exceeds its maximum threshold of 4, and at the 

same time clearing the item (i.e., the address of the protected heap, *(PVOID)LdrpMrdataHeap) 

currently saved in the linear list (RtlpProtectedHeapsListBuffer[0] = null). The purpose is to make 

the list search out-of-bound of the protected heap list and match the variable LdrpMrdataHeap

in .mrdata section. Later when writing data to this location, a write exception occurs because the 

memory address is read-only. 



Force Generating an Exception in 

RtlpRemoveHeapFromProtectedList

Because the total number of item was overwritten to 0xffff 
and the protected heap previously saved in the list was 
cleared, the linear search of list will result in an out-of-
bound match at ntdll.dll!LdrpMrdataHeap (read-only), and 
eventually cause a write AV there 

// RtlpNumberOfProtectedHeaps The total number of item in the list

// Linearly search the item to be removed from the list 

// Deduct the total number by one

// Retrieve the tail item

// Move the tail item to the empty slot that the removed item used to occupy 

// Search succeeded



The Protected Heap Being Unlocked When Exception Occurs



How to Handle the Exception Gracefully so 
that the Process can Continue its Execution？

• Usually, an unhandled exception will cause the process to be terminated. In order for the process 

to continue its execution, we must hijack the system exception handling procedure, at some 

point forcing the faulting thread to exit or enter a blocked state (infinite loop or wait).

• When an user-mode exception occurs on Windows operating system, after some preliminary 

processing, the kernel will deliver some of user-mode exceptions to KiUserExceptionDispatcher

function for further handling, such as Access Violation (0xc0000005). KiUserExceptionDispatcher

function starts by validating and calling a function pointer named Wow64PrepareForException. 

This function pointer is usually null in a 64-bit process, but it's writable to the attacker because it

exists in .data section. Therefore, by replacing this pointer with RtlExitUserThread we can force 

the faulting thread to exit. It should be noted that as the introduction of the "Export 

Suppression" feature, RtlExitUserThread is no longer a valid CFG target, but we can still find some 

similar valid CFG targets to achieve the same. 

• On latest versions of Windows 10, Wow64PrepareForException has been moved to .mrdata for 

protection, so we have to look for some new place for exception handling hijack (described later). 



Hijacking a Function Pointer in KiUserExceptionDispatcher

to Terminate the Faulting Thread

Replace the function pointer of 
Wow64PrepareForException with 
RtlExitUserThread to force the faulting 
thread to exit



The Faulting Thread Being Forced to Terminate



Next Step: How to Hijack the Read-only 
Section of ntdll.dll (.mrdata)？

• Some functions of ntdll.dll that are related to adding or removing the "function table" (such as 

RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable) will access an AVL tree inside the critical section that manipulates 

.mrdata, this AVL tree is pointed by the global variable RtlpDynamicFunctionTableTree in .mrdata

section, and the entire tree itself is stored in the aforementioned protected heap. 

• Previously we've successfully unlocked the protected heap, next by modifying the structure of AVL 

tree in it, we can force those functions that add/remove the "function table" to enter an infinite 

loop when traversing the AVL tree. The concrete approach is to have both left child and right child 

of the root node point back to the root node itself, thus making a closed loop. 

• There is still one problem pending for resolve, now the original Javascript background job 

processor thread has exited due to exception, how can we trigger those functions that 

add/remove the "function table" (such as RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable) again? Here we may have 

two options, one is to rebuild a new Javascript background job processor thread to restore JIT 

functionality, and the other is to create a Web Worker thread. 



AVL Tree Traversal in RtlAddGrowableFunctionTable

// Retrieve the pointer to right child

// Retrieve the pointer to left child

// The right child is empty?

// The left child is empty?

// Traverse the AVL tree to find the right position for insertion

// Select left or right 
child based on the range 
described by the current 
node



The Thread that Manipulates .mrdata Enters a Dead Loop 

Inside the Critical Section

Both the left and right child pointers of the 
root node of the AVL tree are pointing to 
the root node itself, causing a deadlock 
situation when traversing the tree. 



How to Trigger an Operation on the Read-
only Section (.mrdata) Again？

• Approach One: Rebuild a Javascript Background Job Processor Thread

• Approach Two: Create a Web Worker Thread 



Approach One: Rebuild a Javascript Background 
Job Processor Thread

• chakra!ThreadContext::GetJobProcessor function checks the pointer of Javascript

background job processor (JsUtil::BackgroundJobProcessor) stored in thread context object 

(ThreadContext), if it is null, it'll attempt to create a new background job processor. 

Therefore, we can force Chakra to create a new background job processor (object + thread) 

by clearing the BackgroundJobProcessor pointer that was previously saved in 

ThreadContext object. 

• Moreover, since NativeCodeGenerator object is still referring to the old 

BackgroundJobProcessor object, after a new object is created we need to write its pointer 

into NativeCodeGenerator object, otherwise the new background job processor can not 

take effect. 



Approach One: Rebuild a Javascript Background Job Processor

The new Javascript background job 
processor thread

Write the pointer of the new 
BackgroundJobProcessor object into
the ThreadContext object



Approach Two: Create a Web Worker Thread to 

Trigger the Access to AVL Tree

The new Web Worker thread is 
trapped in a deadlock



Hijack system 
exception handling

Modify the 
protected heap list 
and trigger JS JIT

Deadlock 
occurred 
in new JS 

BG 
thread？

Start

Fault injection 
attack succeeded, 

corrupt data 
in .mrdata to bypass

CFG

Perform JIT code 
generation job

Main JS Thread

JS BG Thread

No

Yes

.mrdata
read-only

section

JS BG 
thread 
exited 
due to 
fault？

Protected heap
AVL tree
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The Flow Chart of Fault Injection Attack Against the 

Read-only Section of ntdll.dll (.mrdata)

Exception occurred, enter 
KiUserExceptionDispatcher

Thread exited or blocked

Modify AVL tree,
create a new JS
BG thread and 
trigger JS JIT

New JS BG Thread

Perform JIT code 
generation job

Deadlock occurred in the 
thread

Unlock

Modify

Unlock

Search

Corrupt



Demo: Unlock the Read-only Section of ntdll.dll to 

Bypass CFG Using Fault Injection Technique



The Fault Injection Attack Against the Critical 
Section that Manipulates .mrdata of eShims.dll

• eShims.dll uses a mutable read-only section .mrdata to store its critical data. 

• IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly(bool) function is used to lock/unlock the mutable read-only 

section .mrdata. 

• CShimBindings::DllMainHook function needs to update the data in .mrdata, first it unlocks 

.mrdata by calling IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly(false), then makes updates, when 

completed it calls IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly(true) again to lock .mrdata. 

• In between two calls to IEShims_MakeMrdataReadOnly, CShimBindings::DllMainHook will 

access a data structure (CShimBindings) that is allocated in heap and pointed by the variable 

BindingRef::s_pBindings, and this data structure is writable to the attacker. Modifying certain 

data in this data structure can force the thread to generate an exception inside the critical 

section, and at that point .mrdata has already been unlocked. If we are able to handle this 

exception gracefully, we'll have an opportunity to corrupt some key data in .mrdata to 

bypass CFG. 



The Critical Section that Manipulates .mrdata of eShims.dll

; rcx -> CShimBindings, modifying [rcx+50h] to 1 can subsequently 
lead to an AV

; an AV will occur here



Some Crucial Technical Points of Conducting 
This Fault Injection Attack

• Regarding how to trigger the problematic function CShimBindings::DllMainHook, we have 

given descriptions in part I of this presentation. In fact, in addition to calling 

CShimBindings::s_DllMainHook explicitly, for this particular attack we can also achieve it by 

loading an arbitrary module in a Web Worker thread. 

• Basically the attack method of this case is similar to the previous case of fault injection attack 

against ntdll.dll, and this one is relatively a little simpler, so the details won't be repeated. The 

only different technique used in this case is how to hijack the exception handling flow on the 

latest Windows 10 versions. This time, the place that we choose to hijack is in 

RtlpCallVectoredHandlers function (KiUserExceptionDispatcher -> RtlDispatchException -> 

RtlpCallVectoredHandlers). 



Abuse the Mechanism of Vectored Exception 
Handling to Block the Faulting Thread

• By default VEH is not enabled for the Edge process, so the original exception handling flow 

should skip the part of VEH, however we can force the process to enable VEH by corrupting the 

flag of PEB.CrossProcessFlags.ProcessUsingVEH. 

• The memory of the process's PEB is unprotected, although its address has been randomized 

(ASLR), it can still be obtained indirectly from some variables of ntdll.dll ( ntdll!TlsBitMap, 

ntdll!FlsBitMap etc). 

• When processing VEH, RtlpCallVectoredHandlers attempts to acquire a read-write lock named 

LdrpVehLock (poi (LdrpVectorHandlerList)), and the lock is located in .data section so it can be 

controlled by the attacker. Therefore, we can enable VEH by corrupting the corresponding flag in 

PEB and seize LdrpVehLock in advance to force the faulting thread to enter a blocked state.



The Operation on the VEH Read/Write Lock in 

RtlpCallVectoredHandlers

// Test PEB.CrossProcessFlags.ProcessUsingVEH

// attempt to acquire LdrpVehLock



The Faulting Thread Enters the Blocked State

The faulting thread entered 
the waiting state

The thread caused an exception inside the 
critical section that manipulates .mrdata



Demo: Unlock the Read-only Section of eShims.dll 

Using Fault Injection Technique



Suggestions for Preventing Attacks 
Against the Protected Memory

• In a critical section that manipulates the protected memory, there should be nothing that 

can be leveraged by the attacker to extend the thread's execution time in the critical section 

or to cause the suspension or termination of thread.

• In memory, there should be no indicative data that help the attacker to determine the 

protected memory's current attributes and the program's current execution status.

• The address of some critical system data structures, such as PEB, must be protected using 

some kind of encryption. The current commonly used method of obfuscating pointers with 

the API RtlEncodePointer is not strong enough. In browser process, there exist many 

function pointer pairs of known plaintext and ciphertexts, moreover on Windows the high 

portion of the module's loading base address exhibits certain specific pattern (0x00007ff ...), 

both facts make it usually quite easy to calculate the encryption key without the need of 

brute-force.



Q&A

• You are welcomed to send questions to Bing Sun @ bing_sun@mcafee.com, 

Chong Xu @ chong_xu@mcafee.com

• Thanks MSRC for helping to analyze and confirm these issues in a timely manner.

• Special thanks to Haifei Li, Jifeng Zhu and McAfee IPS Security Research Team.
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